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Research on cobotics at the LIRMM IDH group
Andrea Cherubini, André Crosnier, Philippe Fraisse, Benjamin Navarro, Robin Passama and Mohamed Sorour
Abstract—This paper summarizes recent (2011-2016) research
carried out within the LIRMM IDH group, to address the
development of collaborative robots for industrial applications.
The presented works have been carried out in the frame of
various projects, involving major European industrial actors such
as PSA Peugeot Citroën, Airbus, and the Tecnalia Foundation.
Index Terms—Factory of the Future; Collaborative robots for
manufacturing industry; Enhanced human-machine interaction;
Safe Physical Human-Robot Interaction.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents our recent research on Collabora-
tive industrial manipulation with safe physical human-robot
interaction (pHRI). The motivation of all presented works
is to provide industrial robots with the three fundamental
requirements of pHRI: the human intention should be easy to
infer by the robot, control should be intuitive from the human
viewpoint and the designed controller should be safe for both
human and robot.
The research was carried out in the frame of French Projects
ANR ICARO (2011-2014), ANR SISCob (2014-2017) and
Cobot@LR (2014-2017), and has lead to three main results:
1) A unified controller for collaborative interaction, merg-
ing vision and force with smooth transitions and
weighted combinations of the sensor tasks [1], [2].
2) The design and validation of a robot manufacturing cell,
for homokinetic joint assembly [3].
3) The design and validation, on a hand-arm robot, of an
adaptive damping controller that fulfills the ISO10218
safety standard [4].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: first we present
the motivation and objectives (Sect. II), and the current state
of art in collaborative industrial robotics (Sect. III). Then,
we present the contribution of our work in Sect. IV, and we
conclude in Sect. V.
II. OBJECTIVES AND MOTIVATION
The concept of cobots, i.e., robots collaborating with human
workers in manufacturing assembly lines, dates back to the
pioneer work [5]. In fact, cobots – designed for the assembly
line worker - can reduce ergonomic concerns that arise due to
on-the-job physical and cognitive loading, while improving
safety, quality and productivity. This is a key issue, since
according to statistics of the Occupational Safety and Health
Department of the US Department of Labour, more than 30%
of European manufacturing workers are affected by lower back
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pain, leading to enormous social and economic costs. Thor-
ough surveys on human-machine cooperation in manufacturing
lines are provided in [6], [7]. Both underline the absence of
high level human-robot collaboration (if one excludes “Intel-
ligent Lift Assistants”) and to the need for more advanced
collaboration: although humans remain indispensable in many
assembly operations, ergonomic tools assisting their duties are
fundamental. Although some automotive manufacturers are
gradually introducing robots in their production line [8], [9],
a crucial question persists: how should a collaborative robotic
cell be designed? The ultimate goal would be to have the
adaptability of humans merged with the high performance of
robots in terms of precision, speed and payload [10].
Furthermore, robots must behave safely, especially when
operators are present in their workspace. Higher safety levels
need to be attained when physical contact occurs between
the two. This makes it indispensable to define safety and
dependability metrics [11], [12], [13]. These can contribute
to the definition of standards, such as the recent ISO 10218
“Safety requirements for industrial robots” [14], that imposes
velocity, power and contact force bounds to the robot tool
control point (TCP), in the presence of a human.
To guarantee safety, particularly during physical contact
phases, human-robot interaction has largely relied on the use
of force/torque control [15]. Even when there is no direct
contact, the robot should reactively adapt to sudden changes in
the environment, especially because of unpredictable human
behaviour [16]. This can be done through vision, which is also
useful to infer/guess the underlying intention behind motion,
as done in [17], to track the human hand during hand-over.
Hence, vision and force should be used concurrently, since the
information they provide is complementary. The integration
of the two however requires operating different modes and
managing sudden signal changes from heterogeneous sensor
data. Important research problems include: What information
would be helpful? How can this information be reliably
obtained in the context of the task and platform? How/where
should this information be used?
In summary, the motivation behind the research presented
here is the design of collaborative industrial robot cells, with
safety and ease of use as fundamental requirements.
III. STATE OF ART
In the field of collaborative robotics, many solutions for
realizing safe collaborative tasks have been explored in recent
years. Although few of these solutions have been transferred
to the industry, we hereby list some of the most relevant
theoretical works. In [18], a deformation-tracking impedance
control strategy is designed to enable robot interaction with
environments of unknown geometrical and mechanical prop-
erties. For successful interaction with unknown environments
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and operators, the robot should behave in a human-like
manner. This is the target of the research in [19] and [20]:
a human-like learning controller is designed, to minimize
motion error and effort during interaction tasks. Simulations
show that this controller is a good model of human-motor
adaptation, even in the absence of direct force sensing. A
robust controller for a collaborative robot in the automotive
industry, is extended in [21], to manage not only the interaction
between an industrial robot and a stiff environment, but also
human-robot-environment interactions.
Other researchers have focused on industrial applications.
For example, an industrial robot controller, incorporating
compliance of the joints with the environment, is presented
in [22]. The desired pose of the TCP is computed from the
force error. Parallel control considers a reference trajectory,
while allowing feedforward in force-controlled directions. Al-
though the method is designed for industrial assembly tasks,
it does not take into account the presence of humans in the
loop. In contrast, Erden and colleagues [23], [24], [25] have
thoroughly studied an industrial task that directly involves
a human operator: manual welding. In [23], a physically
interacting controller is developed for a manipulator robot arm:
the human applies forces on the robot, to make it behave
as s/he likes. The assistant robot is then designed in [24]:
as the human controls the welding direction and speed, the
robot suppresses involuntary vibrations. The results show a
considerable improvement in the welders performance when
they are assisted. Finally, [25] presents a study of end-point
impedance measurement at human hand, with professional
and novice welders. The results support the hypothesis that
impedance measurements could be used as a skill level indi-
cator, to differentiate the welding performance levels. Similar
works are presented in [26] and [27]. In [26], an operator
teaches tasks to a robotic manipulator, by manually guiding
its TCP. For this, the authors design a virtual tool, whose
dynamics the operator should feel when interacting with the
robot. An admittance controller driven by the measurements
of a force/torque sensor is designed to ensure the desired
virtual dynamic behaviour. The second paper [27] addresses
the problem of controlling a robot arm, executing a cooperative
task with a human, who guides it physically. This problem
is tackled by allowing the TCP to comply according to an
impedance controller [28] defined in the Cartesian space.
Redundancy ensures the stability of the human-robot system
through inertial decoupling at the TCP.
As already mentioned, safety is a crucial element in the
design of all these collaborative industrial robotic cells. To our
knowledge, present-day collaborative robot manufacturers [29]
fulfill the ISO10218 standard by saturating the velocity,
stopping the robot, or using expensive hardware solutions.
Although novel safe actuation systems have been recently
proposed in the literature [30], [31], [32], these are not
always easily affordable or adapted for any robotic system.
An alternative comes from control, although, to the best of
our knowledge, the only work that tackles the ISO1028-2011
is [33], where only the force limitation is considered. As
for most of the works cited above, a solution comes from
impedance control [28] and its modified versions for force
tracking [34], force limitation [35], adaptive damping [36] or
exploiting redundancy [37].
In general, having a human being as a physical collaborator
requires revisiting some aspects, such as the choice of the
impedance parameters. For instance, variable impedance con-
trol is used for human-robot collaboration in [38], [39], with
parameters obtained from human-human experiments. In fact,
mechanical impedance was shown to provide a good model
of the human being in [40]. A variable damping controller is
defined in [41] using the derivative of the interaction force. A
method for improving impedance control consists in utilizing
an estimate of the human intended motion [42]. An example
is [43], where machine learning is used to obtain a model of
the task, then input to an adaptive impedance framework.
IV. CONTRIBUTION
The research described in this paper targeted three ap-
plications: collaborative screwing (case study proposed by
AIRBUS [1], [2]), collaborative assembly of a homokinetic
joint (proposed by PSA, Peugeot Citroën [3]) and collaborative
drilling, complying with the ISO10218 standard [4]. These
applications are shown in Figures 1-3, and in videos on the
IDH LIRMM youtube channel1. For the first two scenarios,
we only utilized a Kuka LWR arm, whereas in the third one
a Shadow robotic hand was also mounted on the arm. In the
first two scenarios, the control relied on force proprioception
(external wrench estimated, via the FRI Interface2.) and vision
(including a kinect, in the first one), whereas in the third
scenario, we used force proprioception and touch, measured by
the BioTac on the robot hand. The contributions of the three
works have respectively been: a unified multimodal control
framework for pHRI, the design of a collaborative cell with
the robot alternating proactive and compliant behaviors, and a
safe damping controller. These are detailed hereby.
A. Unified multimodal control for pHRI
In the first application (Fig. 1), the robot aids a human
operator in a screwing operation. The two operate on opposite
sides of a flank, where a series of screws must be inserted.
The required operations are: the human inserts the screws
in the holes; the robot touches the screws with its TCP
properly aligned (bolt tightening is out of scope). In such
an application (which resembles “peg-and-hole”, but adding
the human-in-the-loop), it seems natural to exploit vision and
force complementarity. Indeed, while the robot is far from any
physical constraints, image-based control is useful for nearing
the parts to be mated, but as the robot tip approaches the
environment, unpredicted contacts can occur. Then, a force
controller can intervene on some degrees of freedom to provide
compliance and guide the manipulator to the desired pose.
Inspired by inverse kinematic control [44], [45], we have
designed a unified task formalism. The contributions, with re-
gards to classic hybrid vision-force-position control (typically
1https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P8wfQ5tOa5E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3KWduKKSyy8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iOuhFKp31xY
2http://cs.stanford.edu/people/tkr/fri/html/
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Fig. 1: Collaborative screwing (Airbus application).
to [46]), is that we can guarantee global asymptotic stability,
while enabling smooth transitions (homotopies) and weighted
combinations (even on the same degrees of freedom) of the
different sensor tasks.
We hereby recall the formulation of our approach (further
details are in [1]). Let k ≤ 6 be the dimension of the opera-
tional space associated to the TCP. Consider n senses and, for
each sense, the task vector sm ∈ Rk, with m = 1, . . . , n (e.g.,
if vision and force are used, n = 2). A combination of tasks
defined by different senses is realizable as long as its size is
also k. The tasks are selected via n positive definite square
diagonal selection matrices, denoted Sm. The k-dimensional
hybrid task s to be realized is:
ṡ = S ˙̄s, (1)
with S = [S1 . . .Sn] ∈ Rk×Rkn and s̄ =
[
s>1 . . . s>n
]> ∈ Rkn.
If the m-th sensor provides less than k measures, the miss-
ing components can be deselected by zeroing the correspond-
ing rows in Sm. Matrix S can also be used to weigh/combine
outputs from different sensors in a single task. Each task is
related to the Cartesian velocity of the TCP v ∈ Rk by the
k × k Jacobian Jm :
ṡm = Jmv. (2)
In [1], we proved that the optimal controller3 ensuring con-
vergence of s to s∗ is4:
v = (SJ)−1 (s∗ − s) , with J = [J1 . . . Jn]> ∈ Rkn × Rk.
(3)
Furthermore, the use of homotopies (differentiable time-
varying expressions for the selection matrices Si) smoothens
the transitions between sensor tasks, to guarantee safer opera-
tion. We show experimentally, in the mentioned collaborative
screwing setup, that vision and force tasks can be realized
either exclusively or simultaneously with our controller. To this
end, we utilize a fixed Kinect and a black and white camera
mounted on the robot, so as to respectively track the human
3By optimal, here, we mean it minimizes the task error 2-norm.
4Assuming matrix SJ is invertible.
Fig. 2: Assembly of a homokinetic joint (PSA application).
hand position (using OpenNI5) and newly inserted screws
on the flank. To properly align tool and screw, the external
wrench on the TCP is estimated via the FRI Interface. The
robot infers the - unpredictable - human intentions using only
low-cost sensors, without the need for structuring neither the
environment nor the operator (in contrast, e.g., with [47]).
B. Collaborative assembly cell
The second target application (Fig. 2) is the assembly of
an Rzeppa homokinetic joint. In particular, we focus on the
insertion of six steel balls in the joint grooves. This is currently
done manually by the PSA operators, using an insertion tool
and a gripper to incline the joint cage and insert the balls.
The cage opening should be automated, to alleviate the worker
from musculoskeletal disorders, while ball insertion requires
very high precision and adaptability skills, not attainable by
present-day industrial robots.
To fulfill these requirements, in [3] we proposed a novel
design of the Rzeppa assembly cell. The lower part of the joint
is held by the robot, while the insertion tool is fixed to a rigid
support. Hence, most of the required movements are carried
out by the robot, with the human intervening only to position
the balls. By relying on force and vision, we successfully
manage direct physical contact between robot and human, and
between robot and environment. In fact, vision stops robot
operation in case of danger for the operator hand (as in the
images in Fig. 2, top right), while the external forces are used
by an admittance controller that deforms the robot nominal
trajectory for collision/blockage avoidance.
Although the applications targeted by most of the works
cited in Sect. III also fall in the shared workplace paradigm
evoked in [6], they differ from the one treated here, since the
robot motion is driven only by the human worker. Instead,
in our work the robot alternates active (i.e., autonomous) and
passive (compliant) behaviors, to lighten him/her in the first
case and to follow his/her needs in the latter.
Furthermore, in contrast with most similar works
(e.g., [27]), our approach can be applied to standard
5https://github.com/OpenNI/OpenNIhttps://github.com/OpenNI/OpenNI
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Fig. 3: Collaborative drilling complying with ISO10218.
position (and not torque) controlled robots, common in the
industry. From the end user’s (PSA) viewpoint, two aspects
were particularly noteworthy. First, since the operator load is
reduced by approximately 60%, the proposed assembly cell
can be reclassified in the PSA ergonomics scale. Second, a
complete risk analysis by PSA indicates that this setup is
compatible with the safety standards and can be certified.
C. A safe adaptive damping controller
Following that work, we pursued research on manually
guided collaboration, on the one hand focusing on the require-
ments of the ISO10218 safety standard, on the other, exploring
the features of direct force measurement via touch [4]. This
research has been carried out on a hand-arm robotic system,
in a mock-up drilling application, shown in Fig. 3. Here, as
for the Rzeppa assembly, the robot operates as an enhanced
weight compensator, by alternating active and passive modes.
Touch (via tactile sensing) provides an intuitive interface for
the operator, enabling it to easily switch between modes.
The ISO10218 standard specifies that in presence of a
human being, any robot must respect contact force, velocity
and power limits at the TCP. In [4], we have designed and
validated an adaptive damping controller that limits online
(only when needed) the force, velocity and power at the TCP.
Although we did not apply our control framework directly to
the robot hand, we did guarantee safety of its use by exploiting
tactile data in two ways. First, we designed a simple grasp
strategy that is driven by tactile measures. In fact, we use
them to modify online the desired articular configuration of
each finger to regulate the contact pressure between finger and
object. Second, we exploit the thumb BioTac as an intuitive
interface for the operator. This BioTac is used as a button,
to trigger some events (e.g., to start grasping a tool). The
implemented switch is based on a comparator with hysteresis.
With this system, the operator can interact with the robot
without a sophisticated interface. This solution improves both
the ergonomy, and the time required to perform the task.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has outlined our main research results in the field
of collaborative industrial robotics. The three case studies were
application-driven, and have required us to address two crucial
specifications from the industry: safety and robustness.
Currently, we are in the process of enhancing the mobility
of our cobotic solutions. To this end, we have designed the
BAZAR6 platform shown in Fig. 4. This robot combines the
last generation sensors and actuators, and will be utilized in
the context of European Project H2020 VERSATILE (2017-
2020), to address the industrial case studies proposed by our
partners PSA, Airbus and BIC.
Preliminary works on BAZAR consisted in controlling its
steerable wheels [48], [49], in view of sensor-based control,
as the robot behavior is not preplanned and will be driven by
unexpected events (e.g., obstacles, or interacting humans).
Fig. 4: The BAZAR robotic platform.
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